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Xenia’s A

World
Swiss actress and supermodel,
XeniaTchoumitcheva travels
the world hitting up some of the
hottest international events.
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bu Dhabi during the Formula One
Grand Prix reminded me of Brigitte
Bardot’s St. Tropez of the ’60s—except
not on this planet, somewhere magical in
outer space. The futuristic buildings, the jet
set, the yachts…Abu Dhabi comes alive.

My next adventure was to Gstaad for A
Small World’s Winter Weekend. The event
was dedicated to la crème de la crème of the
social network or for any member who could
afford to buy a ticket and feel part of this
privileged society.

I love that you can see the circuit event from
the Yas Hotel or the Marina or make a night of
Champagne and dancing at Allure by Cipriani
amongst the restaurant’s usual following of
royals and celebrities. Not only were there jet
setters, but Formula 1 legends, team owners,
sponsors, mechanics, publicists and of course,
and auto enthusiasts, who arrived from all
over the world to take part of the exciting
races and the opening of Cipriani Yas Island.

The palatial Gstaad Palace was closed to
welcome the weekend’s guests. The program
was curated in every detail: from heliskiing and
carriage rides to Christmas shopping and Poker
School. The entertainment for the gala evening
included performances by The Little Dream
Foundation, burlesque queen Zoe Scarlett, and
singer and Ernesto Bertarelli’s wife Kirsty.

Overall, the race made history when
Sebastian Vettel he won the ultimate prize
in motorsport and proudly became the
youngest Formula One World Champion.
Congratulations!
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Journalists from Swiss and German
magazines enjoyed writing pieces about
different characters who arrived to support
the event like Tara Reid (with new boy and
the German WAG Liliana Matthäus, as well
as about the generous charity raffle for the
Swiss Red Cross.

